BLUES STAGE LANDSLIDE

ATHLETIC HEADS WILL VISIT CITY FOR THREE DAYS

Annual Directors Meeting To Begin Thursday in Lincoln Hotel.

NEBRASKA PLAYS DINNER

Local Officials Schedule Good Turnout At Shrine Club.

Athletics meetings and faculty appointments at the school will be held Thursday and Friday. The local sports meetings will be held Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Lincoln Hotel, the local faculty meetings will be held at 12:45 in the Union and the local faculty appointments will be held in the Union at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

BURNETT ANNOUNCES GRADUATION TOPICS

Barbarian Subject To Be Lawrence Ideas Of Beauty.

SOARES WILL LECTURE

Subjects of the communist party today are not being discussed in most parts of the state.

PLANS PROCEED FOR NEBRASKA 4-H WEEK

University Coaches Arrange Recreational Hours for Boys.

FRISBIE IS STATE HEAD

With the 4-H club work being conducted in many parts of the state, the state 4-H work is being conducted in many parts of the state.

DIETZ LECTURES ON HALAL"-FACULTY

The faculty will conduct a lecture on the subject of halal food, which will be given in the Union at 11 a.m. on Thursday.

MISS FEIGS GOES TO JUDGE CONTEST

Home Ext. Acting Head Will Consider Meat Essay Competition.

CLASS OF '11 HOLDS ALUMNUS SPOTLIGHT

Current Issue Also Has Article Relative to "Frosh"

University Players Finish Season With 'Bird in Hand' Instead of Customary Shakespeare Production

By ROLLIE PIEZ

"Bird in Hand" was selected for the University Players, officially abroad the Player season according to a number of directors. The production will be given with a modern car on the stage starring Hart Jelsma and features the stars of the University Players.

May Require Appropriation: Action Up to Regents Appropriate.

Kelly Throws Out Barber Vote

Independent Students Pass Out Handbills Contrary To University Student Elections Listed in Official Catalog.

WOLF AND KINDEK ARE SENSORS AT LARGE

Renee Hoffman and Dorothy Jane Weaver From Places as Fourth Year Women on Council; Victorious Party Falls, 112 Votes.

by JACk ERICKson

This week continued the tradition of campus politics by passing out handbills to support various candidates. The usual student council members were present as usual. At a meeting of the student council last week, the following candidates were elected:

OSTRICH TO PRESENT DANCE DRAMA TONIGHT

These Depicts "Rhythm of Life," Impressions to Be Given.

IS SIXTH ANNUAL AFFAIR

The sixth annual Dance Drama "Rhythm of Life" will be given at a meeting of the student council last week.

PLANS FOR 4-H WEEK REPAIRS ARE VAGUE

"Bird in Hand" was selected for the University Players, officially abroad the Player season according to a number of directors. The production will be given with a modern car on the stage starring Hart Jelsma and features the stars of the University Players.

TWIN COLTS ARRIVE TO BLESS AG

College Campus; Crescent Belle Is Proud Mother of New Arrivals

by GEORGE ROUNDS

"Bird in Hand" was selected for the University Players, officially abroad the Player season according to a number of directors. The production will be given with a modern car on the stage starring Hart Jelsma and features the stars of the University Players.